Supporting sampling in the presence of joins is an important problem in data analysis, but is inherently challenging due to the need to avoid correlation between output tuples. Current solutions provide either correlated or non-correlated samples. Sampling might not always be feasible in the non-correlated sampling-based approaches -the sample size or intermediate data size might be exceedingly large. On the other hand, a correlated sample may not be representative of the join. is paper presents a uni ed strategy towards join sampling, while considering sample correlation every step of the way. We provide two key contributions. First, in the case where a correlated sample is acceptable, we provide techniques, for all join types, to sample base relations so that their join is as random as possible. Second, in the case where a correlated sample is not acceptable, we provide enhancements to the state-of-the-art algorithms to reduce their execution time and intermediate data size.
INTRODUCTION
In cases where the data size restricts the hardware or so ware's ability to process it within reasonable time, sampling presents a pragmatic approach towards providing insights at scale. Joining multiple datasets helps incorporate related knowledge sources and develop deeper insights and has proven to be a valuable operation in data analysis in multiple scienti c domains such as geo-spatial data [9] , sensor networks [1] , astronomy (SDSS [31] ), etc. Performing statistical analyses using aggregations is a popular step following the joins. Sampling over joins is a compelling, yet challenging task. Performing a join can be expensive -sampling a er materializing the join may not be a pragmatic approach. Initial e orts in join sampling Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. were directed towards obtaining non-correlated samples 1 [2, 8, 38] . As Chaudhuri et al. [8] demonstrated the inherent hardness of the problem and as online aggregation [21] started gaining momentum, e orts came to be directed towards obtaining correlated, probability samples for aggregation queries [13, 16, 24, 30, 45] . However, nonaggregation use cases (such as presenting a sample to user) have not been considered by this line of work. Correlated samples usually also have higher error estimates compared with non-correlated samples [10] . In this context, we aim to reduce correlation in correlated samples by maximizing join randomness (number of possible samples as a result of a join algorithm) -this has a side-e ect of lower sampling error when compared with other correlated sampling techniques. Further, when non-correlated samples are mandated, we suggest enhancements to the state-of-the-art algorithms. To be er understand the problem domain, we illustrate the primary challenge in non-correlated sampling of joins using an example.
Challenges in Avoiding Sample Correlation
Chaudhuri et al. [8] and Gibbons et al. [2] have provided excellent examples demonstrating one of the di culties of join sampling -a relation has to be sampled in a biased fashion while considering the join key cardinality of the other. We look at another key challengethat of the sample size far exceeding the relation size. Before doing so, we rst demonstrate the cause of sample correlation, avoidance of which results in the aforementioned challenge.
Correlated Samples.
To avoid correlation, a tuple being present in a sample should not a ect the inclusion probability of another. For example, consider samples S 1 = {t 1 , t 2 } and S 2 = {t 3 , t 4 } of relations R 1 and R 2 respectively. Join between S 1 and S 2 produces the tuples {t 1 • t 3 , t 1 • t 4 , t 2 • t 3 , t 2 • t 4 }, where t i • t j represents concatenation of t i and t j . Each tuple in S 1 and S 2 results in multiple join tuples, i.e., presence of a tuple, t i • t j , in the output increases the probability of other tuples having their R 1 component be t i or R 2 component be t j , resulting in a correlated sample.
Sample Inflation.
We illustrate how avoidance of correlation can result in large samples. Consider joining two relations, each having a single key, and cardinalities of 50 and 100 respectively, causing join to have 5000 tuples. A 0.1 fraction of the join will consist of 500 tuples -far larger than the size of either relation. If a sampled tuple produces multiple joined tuples, the tuples will be correlated. To avoid correlation, a sampled tuple has to be restricted to join only once. is results in both samples having a size of 500, making sampling counter-productive. We de ne this need to avoid correlation between output tuples resulting in increased sample size as sample in ation. It is the primary reason behind sampling over joins being di cult, and an infeasible proposition at times.
Sample Inflation in Current
Non-Correlated Sampling Approaches. Chaudhuri et al. [8] provide algorithms to obtain noncorrelated samples for di erent index and statistics availabilities. We demonstrate how sample in ation can occur in each of these algorithms -looking at their experimental results, it appears that they avoided sample in ation through either careful implementation or query plan optimization. We provide enhancements to these non-correlated sampling algorithms to reduce the sample size and intermediate data size. However, the reduction might not be satisfactory due to sample in ation. Hence, the primary focus of this paper is to provide algorithms to reduce the correlation in correlated samples by maximizing the number of possible samples.
is is based on our observation that non-correlated sampling techniques result in the maximum possible number of samples. Our e orts, thereby, in increasing the number of possible samples are directed towards making the samples as non-correlated as possible.
Overview & Contributions
is paper provides two key contributions -rst, we look at techniques to maximize the number of possible samples in correlated sampling under the constraint of xed sample size, when statistics over the join column are available. We provide strategies for allocating samples to di erent strata of multiple relations for di erent join types, including equi-join, outer join, self-join, non-equi-join, and theta join for the comparators <, ≤, >, ≥ (Sections 3 and 4). ese techniques are derived mathematically in the Appendix. Although the derivations are complex, the resultant allocation strategies are simple, intuitive, and easy to compute. ey have been experimentally validated to provide allocation close to optimal allocation that was found using a brute-force search. e sampling error of our techniques was found to be lower than that of other correlated join sampling techniques (Section 6.2.2).
Our second contribution is in non-correlated sampling, where we provide enhancements to the state-of-the-art algorithms [8] . When complete or partial statistics are available over a relation, our algorithms, G S E (Section 5.1), and F P S E (Section 5.2), access only half of the tuples in comparison, avoid the need to create large intermediate data which can be larger than the base relations, and remove a sampling step over the intermediate data. In the case where statistics and indexes are available over a single relation, we specify a lter-based criterion to decide whether sampling should be used, violating which can result in the sample size exceeding the relation size (Section 5.3). We also use this criterion to sample both relations, when statistics and indexes are available over both (Section 5.4).
RELATED WORK
As performing joins can be expensive, in addition to sampling, e orts have been directed towards accelerating them through various other means such as GPUs [20] , MapReduce [6, 49] , multithreading [5, 40] , networked execution [36] , etc. Sampling over joins has been incorporated in numerous industrial and research systems such as SQL Server, DB2, AQUA [2] , Turbo-DBO [12] , BlinkDB [3] , and ickr [30] . While these approaches target various layers of the database such as table scans, o ine catalogs, and aggregation, there still exist several open opportunities.
In the context of non-correlated sampling, Olken et al. [38] show that it is possible to commute selection with sampling, but commuting projections and joins is harder, and sample a single relation. Chaudhuri et al. [8] provide be er algorithms for joins and consider di erent availabilities of statistics and indexes.
e AQUA system [2] obtains a simple random sample of a join in the primary key-foreign key scenario using join synopses, which TuG [43] extends to the many-to-many join scenario. While Gemulla et al. [15] aim to minimize the space overhead of join synopses, CS2 [48] extends join synopses by proposing correlated sample synopsis, which instead of storing a sample of the join, stores a sample of the correlated tuples. SciBORQ [42] maintains correlation between join a ributes using impressions. Bifocal sampling [14] recognizes multiplicative e ect of strata 2 sizes and develops di erent sampling strategies based on strata sizes to estimate query size.
Research in obtaining non-correlated samples of joins stalled due to Chaudhuri et al. [8] showing the inherent hardness of the problem. However, considerable e orts have been expended towards obtaining correlated samples and their meaningful aggregation estimates through online aggregation, which allowed for error estimation during query execution [16-18, 21, 39] . Jermaine et al. [23, 25] removed dependence of ripple join algorithms on the data residing in memory to estimate error. e DBO [24] and Turbo-DBO [12] systems allowed processing of multiple relations in a scalable fashion. Nirkhiwale et al. [37] presented the sampling algebra inherent in these techniques. Our algorithm for sampling both sides of a join in the presence of indexes, S J , is in uenced by hash ripple joins [35] , although they provide correlated samples. In Wander Join, Li et al. [33] improved ripple joins by sampling tuples from subsequent relations of the join which can join with the currently selected tuples. In this paper, we aim to improve correlated samples by reducing correlation in samples using strategies that maximize the number of possible samples. Our concept of maximizing the number of samples in joins is in uenced by the notion of sample randomness, which has been introduced by Kateb et al. [4] , who use it to improve strati ed reservoir sampling.
Some correlated sampling-based approaches such as End-Biased Sampling [13] , Correlated Sampling [45] , and Universe Sampler [30] join all tuples whose hash of the join key lies in a randomly chosen range of the hashed join domain. Tuples whose key hash does not lie in the selected domain are discarded.
is results in the samples and the join being cluster samples [10] . Cluster samples can be useful when join and measure columns are not correlatedour experiments, indeed, show that such approaches have a large error in the presence of correlation between the join and measure columns. In contrast, our approach provides representatives from all join keys and performs well in the presence of correlation.
MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR EQUI-JOIN
As mentioned earlier, we approach the correlated sampling problem from the perspective of maximizing join randomness. e problem statement we address can be given as follows: For the case where correlated samples are acceptable, determine the sample allocation strategy to maximize join randomness, given the constraint of xed sample size, in the presence of statistics over join columns. 
Join Randomness
We use join randomness, de ned as number of samples possible in a join algorithm, to reduce correlation in a sample. To understand our motivation behind doing so, let us look at an example depicting the number of possible samples as a result of a few di erent sample allocations. Consider joining two relations with strata sizes, mm 1 1 = 10, mm 1 2 = 10, mm 2 1 = 20, and mm 2 2 = 20. Let the sample size be constrained at 30. e number of possible samples is C Table 2 shows that di erent sample allocations can result in the number of possible samples di ering by multiple orders of magnitude. If we are not restricted to sampling the input and then performing the join, but could sample the join of the relations (resulting in a non-correlated sample), the number of possible samples would have been exceedingly large, C
125 for the rst con guration. us, our e orts can be perceived as being towards making the samples as non-correlated as possible, through the metric of number of samples. is view has been strengthened by our experiments, which show that our approach has lower error than other correlated sampling-based approaches -non-correlated samples result in lesser error than correlated samples theoretically.
Maximizing Randomness for Single Stratum
Consider allocating k j tuples amongst relations R 1 , R 2 … R z , each having a single stratum, to maximize the number of possible sam-
. Appendix A shows that Equation 1 can be used for this purpose -Section 6.1.1 shows that it results in a low error, with the maximum di erence in the sample stratum values as a result of our allocation and the optimal allocation found by searching through all possible allocations being 2.
Maximizing Randomness for Multiple Strata
We now provide the strategy to allocate a given sample size amongst di erent strata, in the general case of equi-join between multiple relations having multiple strata. Consider the problem of determining the sample allocation k j for j th stratum, for j ∈ [1, n], with k = n j=1 k j . Our goal is to maximize the number of possible
. Appendix B shows that we can use Equation 2 to do so -Section 6.1.2 shows that the allocation is close to optimal allocation, with the maximum di erence being 1.
Combined Algorithm -M R J
Using equations 1 and 2, mm j i can be given as follows.
e resulting value will be rounded. We can now provide our overall algorithm to maximize randomness for equi-joins.
Algorithm 1 Maximize Randomness for Equi-Joins
1. Create z allocation tables, with each table having with n rows and 3 columns. e columns represent the stratum value, the target allocation mm j i calculated using Equation 3, and the current allocation (at a complexity of O (n × z)). 2. Sample the z relations in the following fashion. For the i th relation, scan through its rows to create a reservoir sample without replacement [46] of size mm j i for every stratum j ∈ [1, n] using the i th allocation table (at a complexity of z
Derivation of Allocation Strategy
We use Lagrange multipliers, a popular tool in the statistical sampling community to nd approximate optimal strata allocation in closed-form under space or cost constraints [11, 26, 32, 34, 44] . is includes di erent approaches for determining strata sizes in stratied random sampling such as Neyman allocation and cost-based allocation [34] . Lagrange multipliers provide us with critical points for maximum and minimum values, if they exist. Our functions will have a minimum value as the number of samples is non-negative.
ey will also possess a maximum value as the relation and sample sizes are bounded. e critical points have to be plugged into the function for the number of possible samples to determine if the resultant value is a maximum or a minimum. Our experiments (Section 6.1) show that suggested sample sizes are close to the optimal solution in practice -with a maximum di erence of 2 in the case of single stratum allocation and 1 for multiple strata allocation. e derivations possess a couple of sources of potential error. ey might result in rounding errors as they maximize the number of samples in the continuous domain, whereas the allocation occurs in the discrete domain. Another source of error can be our use of an approximation for the harmonic sum, which results in the assumption of mm i and m i −mm i being large (Equation 10). Finally, we note that our simple, intuitive, closed-form formulae maximize expressions consisting of factorials that are combinatorial in nature.
Underlying Intuition
While our allocation strategy for equi-joins is intuitive, its derivation is rather complex. However, the underlying intuition behind our strategy is interesting and straightforward. Consider allocating a xed number of tuples randomly amongst di erent strata. Intuitively, proportional allocation is more likely to occur than other allocations. e number of ways to come across any particular allocation will equal the number of possible samples. As proportional allocation is the most likely occurrence, proportional allocation will also result in the maximum number of possible samples.
Comparison with Correlated Join Samplers
Our approach embraces correlation in the samples, and aims to reduce it by maximizing the join randomness. Section 6.2.2 shows that a side-e ect of maximizing the join randomness is lower sampling error when compared with other correlated samplers.
End-Biased Sampling, Correlated Sampling, and Universe Sampler provide a cluster sample -they are ill-suited for handling correlation between join and measure columns. Such approaches circumvent the sample in ation issue by considering only those tuples that their hashing function accepts. is removes the need for histogram information as well. On the other hand, we provide a uni ed approach to both correlated and non-correlated sampling scenarios using strategies with sound mathematical origins that tackle sampling in ation head-on.
Ripple Join, SMS Join, and Wander Join, at every point in their execution, provide a correlated output as a result of a join between simple random samples of the relations. ese approaches do not take strata-based skew into consideration and as a result have a higher error than our approach (Section 6.2.2). M R J is speci cally designed to provide a sample that is as random as possible and takes all strata into consideration. In contrast, other correlated samplers have di erent goals such as responsiveness, streamability, scalability, removing the need for statistics and indexes, etc. Comparing M R J to them is not straightforward -they have di erent objectives with the resultant bene ts and drawbacks.
MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR OTHER JOIN TYPES
We have looked at maximizing randomness for the important case of equi-joins. We build upon the results and mathematical tools developed in the previous section to present techniques for maximizing randomness for all other join types.
Outer Join & Self-Join
e expressions for the number of samples that need to be maxi-
(for single stratum) and
(for multiple strata), are clearly applicable in the case of outer joins, such as full outer join, le outer join, and right outer join, as well (as 0! = 1). erefore, the techniques used for equi-joins can be used for outer joins as well. As self-join involves using the same relation on both sides of the join, the equi-join allocation strategy will be applicable for it as well.
Non-Equi-Join
In non-equi-joins ( ), a tuple can be joined with all non-matching tuples of other relations. e number of possible samples can
Interestingly, derivation in Appendix C shows that the allocation strategy for equi-joins works in this case as well.
eta Join
In theta joins, tuples are joined using the provided condition over the join columns. We provide allocation strategies, with derivation in Appendix D, for theta joins for the common comparators, <, ≤, >, and ≥. Algorithm 2 provides the strategy for the ≤ comparator.
Algorithm 2 Maximize Randomness for eta Joins (≤)
1. Number the strata from 1 to n in descending order. 2. Determine approximate value of A using binary search, so that
Allocate the sample size using proportional allocation for a
4. Allocate k j between the relations, mm
Our derivation also shows that the only di erence in the algorithm, when using the < comparator instead of ≤ operator, is in
Other steps -1, 3, and 4 -remain the same.
ese results can be extended for the comparators, > and ≥, by reversing the strata order in Algorithm 2.
Cross Join
Cross join involves performing a cartesian product between the relations. e number of possible samples can be given by
. is expression can be directly framed into the expression for maximizing randomness for a single stratum,
. e equation for space constraint can be reframed similarly as well. Hence, we use proportional allocation here, with the sample size given by
NON-CORRELATED SAMPLING
We have looked at techniques to maximize randomness of correlated samples of joins. Here, we look at its complementary use case and present its problem statement as follows: For the case where only non-correlated samples are acceptable, determine the sample allocation strategy to minimize sample size for the speci ed join sampling rate. is is known to be a hard problem due to sample in ation (Section 1.1.2). Similar to Chaudhuri et al. [8] , we consider di erent availabilities of statistics and indexes. We look at some of the issues in their state-of-the-art algorithms, and provide enhancements to them. We then provide an algorithm for the case where statistics and indexes are available over both relations (S J ).
Enhancement to Group-Sample
Group-Sample is the state-of-the-art algorithm for the case of statistics being available over one of the relations. We demonstrate its shortcoming (Section 5.1.1), provide an algorithm that recti es it (Section 5.1.2), show the theoretical proof of its correctness (Section 5.1.3), provide its time (Section 5.1.4) and space (Section 5.1.5) complexities, and discuss a major enhancement if sorting were possible (Section 5.1.6).
Issues in
Group-Sample. We brie y describe Group-Sample -please refer [8] for details. Using the statistics over R 2 , GroupSample samples R 1 in a streaming fashion, by weighting each tuple in R 1 by the number of tuples in R 2 that can join with it, resulting in S 1 . Next, it joins S 1 with R 2 , generating a group of size m 2 (t 1 .A) for each sampled tuple t 1 in S 1 . Finally, it chooses a single tuple from every group in a streaming fashion.
Joining e probability of joining it with t 1 will be
5.1.4 Time Complexity. As the initial sampling step is identical in both Group-Sample and Group-Sample-Enhanced, with a time complexity of f × a ∈St r at a m 1 (a) ×m 2 (a), we provide the average time complexity of our join step. First, we look at the probability of the join happening by the i th tuple.
e probability of a tuple joining by the halfway stage will be 1 2 , as i =
. us, on average, half the tuples of a stratum will be accessed before the join occurs. As a result, assuming tuples are present in a random order in R 2 , on average, half the tuples in R 2 will be accessed for joining with every tuple from S 1 .
5.1.5 Space Complexity. Joining a tuple from S 1 with a random tuple from its corresponding stratum in R 2 does not materialize any intermediate data. Hence, in addition to the space required for S 1 and the output, f × a ∈st r at a m 1 (a) × m 2 (a), we will only need to keep a count of the number of tuples belonging to the stratum that have been accessed so far (i in Algorithm 3) in the join step.
5.1.6 E ect of Sorted R 2 . In the case that R 2 is not sorted, the time complexity of joining S 1 with R 2 in Group-Sample will be O ( f × ( a ∈St r at a m 1 (a) × m 2 (a)) × |R 2 |). While G S E improves upon it, it still needs to perform a scan accessing half the tuples of R 2 to join with every tuple from S 1 . If it were possible to sort R 2 , the time complexities of both Group-Sample and G S E will be greatly reduced -the number of tuples from R 2 that need to be accessed during the join step reducing from O (|R 2 |) to O (lo (|R 2 |) + m 2 (t 1 .a)) for stratum a.
Enhancement to
Frequency-Partition-Sample
Frequency-Partition-Sample is applicable for the case where statistics are available for the larger strata of a single relation. It uses Group-Sample for such strata. e strata lacking in statistics are rst joined and then the output sampled. e space and time complexities are dominated by the larger strata. e shortcomings of GroupSample will a ect Frequency-Partition-Sample as well -the intermediate data can be expected to be large since Group-Sample is applied over the larger strata. Hence, our F P S algorithm uses G S E instead of Group-Sample for larger strata, and follows Frequency-Partition-Sample's approach for smaller strata.
Enhancement to Stream-Sample
Stream-Sample is designed for the case where one of the relations, R 2 , has access to indexes and statistics. First, a with-replacement random sample, S 1 , is constructed over R 1 , by se ing weight of a tuple t 1 to m 2 (t 1 .A). Next, as the tuples of S 1 are streaming by, a tuple t 1 is joined with one of the random tuples from m 2 (t 1 .A).
If |S 1 | is materialized, it will have a size f × |R 1 R 2 | on average, which can be larger than |R 1 |, rendering sampling counterproductive. is problem occurs at a stratum level -the sampling rate of a stratum a in R 1 will be f 1 (a) =
Clearly, whenever f 1 (a) > 1, sampling will be counter-productiveit will be prudent to not sample such strata, and only sample if it reduces the stratum size. Note that such an approach can be used to reduce the sample size in G S E as well.
S J -Sampling Both Relations
We now provide an algorithm for the case where indexes and statistics are available over both relations (Algorithm 4). A simple random sample of the desired size is generated for each stratum, resulting in the output being a strati ed random sample. S J can be easily extended to multiple relations.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our experiments were implemented in Java 8, and were run on an Ubuntu Linux 14.04.1 LTS system with a 24-core 2.4GHz Intel Algorithm 4 S J 1. Sample: For every stratum of both relations, create a with-replacement sample of size f × m 1 (a) × m 2 (a) if f × m other (a) ≤ 1 for a stratum a. Otherwise, use the entire stratum in the sample. 2. Join: For a stratum, depending on whether none of the relations, one of the relations, or both the relations are sampled, join the samples as explained below.
(a) If both strata are sampled, randomly choose and join sampled tuples. Use a sampled tuple only once.
(b) If a single relation is sampled, while tuples from the sampled stratum are streaming by, join them with a randomly chosen tuple from the non-sampled stratum.
(c) If neither relation is sampled, join random tuples withreplacement from both strata till sampling rate is met.
Xeon CPU, 256GB DDR3 @ 1866 MHz memory, and a 500GB @ 7200 RPM disk. Section 6.1 studies e ectiveness of our techniques at maximizing the number of samples. Section 6.2 compares randomness, and error in the presence of correlation between join and measure columns, between di erent join techniques. Our experiments use multiple datasets to illustrate the corresponding use cases well. eir size might be limited in some cases to determine the non-sampled ground truth to compare against.
Allocation Error
is section looks at the e ectiveness of our sample allocation techniques at maximizing the number of samples in equi-joins. We validate our allocation strategy for both single stratum and multiple strata being involved in the join. To evaluate our accuracy, we nd the best solution by searching through all possible allocations. is is computationally expensive and restricts size of datasets. We used the following metrics: mean squared error -
; and maximum di erence -
where Y i is the actual value for optimal allocation found using brute-force search,Ŷ i is our predicted value, and n represents the number of observations. 6.1.1 Single Stratum Partitioning. Since our approach might not result in the optimal allocation (Section 3.6), we determine its accuracy by trying di erent relation and strata sizes, using 3 relations. e total population size, |R 1 | + |R 2 | + |R 3 |, was varied from 150 to 1000. For each population size, all possible assignments to |R 1 |, |R 2 |, and |R 3 | were tried. We ensured that each relation had a minimum of 5 tuples. Sample size was varied from 15 to 100. We found the optimal allocation through brute-force searchsearching for larger population and sample sizes was prohibitively expensive. Table 3 shows that all error metrics are low -validating our e ectiveness in practice for the single stratum case.
Multiple Strata Partitioning.
We again determined accuracy of our allocation strategy by varying the population and sample sizes. We used 3 relations having 3 strata each, with the minimum stratum size being 3. In a similar fashion as above, the total population size was varied from 40 to 55 and the sample size was varied from 27 to 30 -again, these were the upper limits for which we could nd the optimal solution through brute-force search (within a day in this case). Table 4 shows that all error metrics are low.
Comparison with Correlated Samplers
We also looked at di erent correlated sampling techniques in the presence of correlation between join and measure columns. Two relations with 8000 rows were generated -we have limited the data size to where a measurement could be obtained in around 10 minutes. Each relation had 2 columns -a join column and a measure column. We used two common distributions, Gaussian and Zip an, to model the column values. We obtained similar results using the two -results using Gaussian distribution have been presented. e join columns were sampled from N (µ = 100, σ = 10). e measure columns were sampled from N (µ = 200, σ = 10) and N (µ = 300, σ = 10), so that we obtain non-overlapping values. Correlation between join and measure columns was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 3 . We did not nd a signi cant change for di ering correlation values -results using a correlation of 0.5 have been presented. 50 runs were performed, with di erent relations and samples being created in each run -the median of the measurements has been presented. We use a modi cation of the L 1 -norm, the average relative error
, to be er represent the relative error.
In our context, Ripple Join, SMS Join, and Wander Join have identical semantics, as do di erent cluster samplers such as EndBiased Sampling, Correlated Sampling, and Universe Sampler. In the gures, Strati ed Random represents strati ed random sampling of the join, which results in a non-correlated sample. Strati ed Random su ers from sample in ation -it provides us with the results for the best-case scenario from the perspective of correlation. 3 A column having correlation ρ with X is generated from columns X and Y as ρ X ⊕ (1 − ρ 2 ) 1/2 Y . e operator represents multiplication of a number with every element of an array, and ⊕ operator represents pairwise addition of two arrays. . Note that the Y-axis is presented in loglog scale (base e) to be er illustrate the growth pa ern. M R J consistently provides more samples than Ripple Join and Universe. S J and Strati ed Random result in the maximum possible value.
Sampling Error.
We look at the average relative error for the measure sum (over rows) of product of the measure columns (Figure 2) -other column functions that we experimented with, such as sum of measure columns and product of measure columns, gave us similar results. Output for Universe Sampler has not provided as it resulted in larger errors -including it would obscure differences between the other algorithms from being seen. Ground truth for the measure value was determined a er joining the relations (without sampling). S Error$ Sample$Size$ MaxRandJoin" StdDev=40" StdDev=80" StdDev=160" StdDev=320" BinomialError" Figure 3 : M R J is resistant to white Gaussian noise with low standard deviation. At higher sample sizes, it can handle binomial perturbations to join count information.
E ect of Noise on M R
J . We investigate M R J 's resistance to common types of noise -white Gaussian and Binomial ( Figure 3 ). e standard deviation of the Gaussian noise was varied from 40 to 320. M R J 's resistance starts waning with increasing standard deviation in the Gaussian noise. It can handle Binomial error for larger sample sizes.
Non-correlated Sampling
We have presented extensive theoretical results describing the improvements provided by G S E over GroupSample in Section 5.1. In this section, we demonstrate those bene ts empirically, by looking at the number of intermediate data tuples created and the time taken to obtain the join result.
Experimental Setup.
We use a similar setup to that used by Chaudhuri et al. [8] . Four tables were generated with 10000 tuples each. e join column in each table had counts modeled using a Zip an distribution. e parameter z of the Zip an distributin was varied from 0 to 3. Four other tables with 100000 tuples were generated similarly. Each row consists of three columns -RID (integer), JoinKey (integer), and Padding (integer). We have implemented the algorithms using our custom in-memory join system. By default, we discard the rst run of each experiment and report the mean of the following three runs (the runs were nearly identical for all experiments). In the gures, LHS refers to the relation with 10000 tuples while RHS refers to the one with 100000 tuples. In the legends, the numbers following the algorithm name refer to the LHS and RHS skews (when available), respectively.
Intermediate Data Size.
We look at the number of intermediate tuples that would be created by Group-Sample and G S E for varying sampling rates ( Figure 4 ) and RHS skews ( Figure 5) . ey show that G S E , whose intermediate data size is determined by the join size, can result in the intermediate data size being multiple orders of magnitude smaller than that of Group-Sample. Both algorithms exhibit a linear increase in the intermediate data size with increasing sampling rate. When an increase in the RHS skew does not increase the join size (LHS skew = 0), while G S E intermediate data size does not increase, that of Group-Sample does. 
Execution Time.
We also compared execution times for the two algorithms for varying sampling rates and RHS skews (Figures 6  and 7 ).
e time limit for a run was capped at 4 hours, which resulted in some of the results being unavailable. e execution time of G S E was usually an order of magnitude lower than that of Group-Sample.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Join sampling is an interesting and important area of research. We have presented techniques to sample joins, in the context of correlated and non-correlated sampling -illustrating the bene ts and drawbacks in doing so. We provided novel techniques for increasing randomness of joins when correlated samples are acceptable. We showed that our techniques to maximize join randomness were e ective over varying population and sample sizes. While other correlated samplers are applicable only in the case of aggregate, approximable queries, our techniques are application-agnosticthey still result in the sample having a lower aggregate measure error when compared with other state-of-the-art correlated samplers. It a rms our intuition that increasing the number of possible samples reduces the correlation in the samples. In the context Group-Sample-Enhanced(3, 3) Figure 6 : G S E provides results around an order of magnitude sooner. It is also able to nish execution within the time limit in one of the cases where Group-Sample is not (f = 1%). of non-correlated sampling, we provided major improvements to the state-of-the-art algorithms. We also provided an algorithm for sampling both sides of a join in the presence of statistics and indexes over both. Finally, while our algorithms use statistics over join columns, this dependency cannot be done away with for high performance querying. While one approach for gathering such statistics has been to run regularly scheduled cron jobs, another recent one has been to collect statistics over rst pass over the data and use them over the subsequent passes [7, 30] .
Going forward, several interesting avenues of research are enabled by our ndings. We wish to investigate applicability of searchbased solutions to obtain theoretically perfect allocation [47] . We would like to develop an estimation framework for computing variance for our correlated sampling-based approaches [28] . We wish our work in uences others to take correlation into consideration while designing algorithms. Finally, we hope other research areas that use correlated samples, in both computer science and statistics communities, use strategies to maximize sample randomness.
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A MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR SINGLE STRATUM EQUI-JOIN
e notation given in Table 1 is used in the Appendix -superscript and subscript denote the stratum index and the relation index, respectively. Superscript has been omi ed in this section, since a single stratum is considered. e number of possible samples can be given by
e xed sample size constraint can be given by
denotes the constraint function. Lagrange multipliers gives a system of z equations, with i th (i ∈ [1, z]) equation obtained by taking partial derivative of equation 4 with respect to mm i
Using the basic Lagrange multipliers equation of f mm i = λ × mm i and equation 5, we also get
Using the Gamma function to represent factorial, we get
where γ is Euler-Mascheroni constant.
can be simpli ed as
Plugging this into equation 6 and using equation 7, we get
1 a e sum of harmonic series can be approximated by
for large mm i , where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using the above two equations, we get
Note that the term z j=1
equations -we denote it by C, which gives us
Consider the equation for another relation p
From the above two equations, we get
for a constant A. erefore,
Using equations 5 and 15, we get
Using above two equations, we get
B MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR MULTIPLE STRATA EQUI-JOIN
e constraint of xed sample size for equi-joins with multiple strata can be given as follows, given
e number of possible samples can be given by
Equation 16 provides optimal allocation amongst relations given total allocation to a stratum. Using it in the above equation results in the number of samples increasing or staying the same. Hence, k j (j ∈ [1, n]) are the variables in this case. Lagrange multipliers gives us the j th equation as
We simplify ∂ ∂k j
Substituting above equation in equation 19, we get
From the standard Lagrange multipliers equation of f k j = λ × k j and equation 17, we get
Consider the equation for another stratum p
From the above 2 equations, given a constant A, we get 
Using equations 24 and 26, we get
C MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR NON-EQUI-JOINS
Number of samples for non-equi-joins can be given by 
K can be maximized using proportional allocation (Appendix B).
Hence, we use the equi-join allocation strategy here as well.
D MAXIMIZING RANDOMNESS FOR THETA JOINS
For ≤ comparator, the number of samples can be given by 
